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What if Nikola Tesla had been a

Juggler ? Or a musician ?! 

A crazy scientist plays with

electricity, water and talco powder.

REX is an explosive mix of black

humor,  weird inventions and

craziness.



*Juggling with high pressure water

*Electricity  used to transform humans into pianos

*Human fountains

*Musical water sampler

*Explosions of fluorescents liquids
 



The inspiration for this show came to me when I studied on 

Nikola Tesla life. I have always been fascinated by the 

inventor's life: the dedication and the sacrifices to discover 

something that did not exist before. In REX I wanted to explore 

the joy, the fear and the pain which come with new inventions.

ChiLoWatt -electric company+

Chilowatt was born in october 2014 with a mission: explore the 

goods and the bads of the relationship beetween technology and 

human beings. We use technologies as tools to better understand 

human nature.

Productions: Differenza di Potenziale (circus light show, 2015); 

SLICES (solo performance 2017); REX (contemporary circus show 

2018);



Lorenzo Crivellari

Juggler, musician and 
inventor apprendice, is 
from Novara, Italy. In 
2007 he founds the Fool's
wing company with Shay 
Wapniaz, performing 
“Street swing” all over 
Italy's festival. From 
2013 he works as a 
performer in Alessandro 
Sciarroni's  
(contemporary dance 
choreographer) piece 
called “UNTITLED I will 
be there when you die”. 
In 2014 he founds 

Chilowatt -electric company+ and creates, with Chiara Lucisano, 
“Differenza di Potenziale” a circus light show using optic fibers 
and aerieals, SLICES a solo performance for 1 spectator at the 
time, REX a show inspired by Nikola Tesla. He is a composer and 
musician for the piece “Simposio del silezio” by Lucrezia Maimone.

Website: www.chilowatt.com
Email : chilowattcompany@gmail.com
Mobile: (+39) 3480620584
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